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In this volume we have collected papers based on the presentations given at the International
Conference on Computer Simulations in Physics and beyond (CSP2015), held in Moscow,
September 6-10, 2015. We hope that this volume will be helpful and scientifically interesting
for readers.
The Conference was organized for the first time with the common efforts of the Moscow
Institute for Electronics and Mathematics (MIEM) of the National Research University
Higher School of Economics, the Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, and the Science
Center in Chernogolovka. The name of the Conference emphasizes the multidisciplinary
nature of computational physics. Its methods are applied to the broad range of current
research in science and society. The choice of venue was motivated by the multidisciplinary
character of the MIEM. It is a former independent university, which has recently become the
part of the National Research University Higher School of Economics.
The Conference Computer Simulations in Physics and beyond (CSP) is planned to be
organized biannually. This year’s Conference featured 99 presentations, including 21 plenary
and invited talks ranging from the analysis of Irish myths with recent methods of statistical
physics, to computing with novel quantum computers D-Wave and D-Wave2.
This volume covers various areas of computational physics and emerging subjects within the
computational physics community. Each section was preceded by invited talks presenting the
latest algorithms and methods in computational physics, as well as new scientific results. Both
parallel and poster sessions paid special attention to numerical methods, applications and
results.
For all the abstracts presented at the conference please follow the link
http://csp2015.ac.ru/files/book5x.pdf
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